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Abstract: Transmission at 40 Gbit/s over large mode a.rea photonic crysta.1 fiber (PCF) to- 
gether wit.h dispersion compensation by opt,ical phase conjugation in a highly nonlinear PCF 
art: demonstrated for the first time. 
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Photonic crystal fibers (PCF) offer inany degrees of freedom for the design of ir optical properties such as 
dispersion, nonlinearity and polarization. Until now, demonstrations of their use for system applications have 
focused on the exploitation of their nonlinearity for signal processing [l-41. However, the recent reduction 
i n  the loss of ITFs [5, 61 coaibined with improvement, i n  fabrication technology allowing for the drawing 
of longer fibers make them worth considering for transniission purposes (6 ,  71. One of the expected benefits 
is the possibility to design fibers with large cfFective area that will still remain single mode 181, resulting 
in reduced nonlinear lirnitations. Here, we report, the first transmission of 40 Gbit/s signals over 5.6 km 
PCF. As the transrnissiori length is beyond the dispersion limit, dispersion compensation is required. We 
exploit four-wave mixing in a highly nonlinear PCF (HNL-PCF) to realize dispersion compensation by mid- 
span spectral inversion, hence demonstrating, for the first time, an all-crystal fiber dispersion compensated 
transniission link. 
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A Mach-Zehnder modulator is used to modulate continuous 
wave (CW) light at 40 Gbit/s in the non return-tezero format with a 231 - 1 PRBS. The transmission 
link consists of two spools of K" (2 .6 arid 3 km long) with 1.7 dB/km loss arid 32 ps/(nm.krn) dispersion 
at 1550 rim [9], separated by an optical phase conjugator (OK').  Optical phase conjugation is achieved by 
four-wave niixing in 50 m highly nonlinear PCF with zero dispersion at 1552 nni arid nonlinear coefficient 
7 = 18 W-l . k r K '  [lo]. The pump originates from a C'W laser tuned to the HNL-PW zero dispersion 
wavelength followed by a high power erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) resulting in a power of 25 dBm at 
the fibre input. The maxiinurn conversion efficiency is -20 dB and the conversion 3-dB bandwidth is 15 r i m .  
Thc converted sigiial is selected at the output of the HNLPCF using an optical bandpass filter (ORF). After 
transmission, the signal is detected in a pre-amplified receiver. Both the transmission PCF and HNL-PCF 
are spliced to standard siiiglc mode fibcr pigtails. 
The rye diagrams of thc signal along the transniission link are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the eye diagram 
is strongly deteriorated by the accumulated dispersion after propagation in the first 2.6 kin PCF. An open 
HNL-PCF Rx 
cw 
&= 1555 24 nm 
Fig. 1. Experimental set,-up. 
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Fig. 2. Eye diagrams (50 CHz bandwidth) at t,he modulator out,pnt (left); after 2.6 km PCF (middle); after 
5.6 k m  PCF + OPC (right,). Horizontal scale: 10 ps/division. 
eye is recovered after optical phase coiijugatioii aiid propa.g:ttion throiigh the remaining 3 kin of the link. 
Fig. 3 shows t,he hit-error-ra.t,e perforinaiice. The ba.ck-to-back sensit,ivity is -26.6 dBni and a t,otal penalty of 
0.7 dB is nieasured after transmission (including t,he OPC process). The penalty is a,ttrihuted t,o the different 
amount of dispersion accumiilat,ed before aiid after the OPC (14 psjnm), mostly due t,o the length difference 
between the two I’CF’s. It, is t,herefore expeckd that, ta,iloring t,he fi her lengt,hs should result, in even lower 
penalty. 
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Fig. 3. BER curves. Inset: spectrurn at the output of the  I-IKL-PCF (0.1 nrn resolution bandwidt,li). 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first transmission a.t. 40 Gbit/s through 5.6 km of large mode a.rea, 
PCF. Dispersion compensation was acliievcd using optical phase conjuga.tion realized by €our wave mixing 
in 50 rii of a highly nonlirrear PCF. This expcrirnent, corist,itiites t,he first. deinonstration of an optical link 
(including h t , h  trarrsrnission a.nd dispersion corripensat3ion) hased entirely on pliotxmic crystal fibers. 
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